We further study the "complementary" Ansatz, Tr(Mν)=0, for a prediagonal light Majorana type neutrino mass matrix. Previously, this was studied for the CP conserving case and the case where the two Majorana type CP violating phases were present but the Dirac type CP violating phase was neglected. Here we employ a simple geometric algorithm which enables us to "solve" the Ansatz including all three CP violating phases. Specifically, given the known neutrino oscillation data and an assumed two parameter (the third neutrino mass m3 and the Dirac CP phase δ) family of inputs we predict the neutrino masses and Majorana CP phases. Despite the two parameter ambiguity, interesting statements emerge. There is a characteristic pattern of interconnected masses and CP phases. For large m3 the three neutrinos are approximately degenerate. The only possibility for a mass hierarchy is to have m3 smaller than the other two. A hierarchy with m3 largest is not allowed. Small CP violation is possible only near two special values of m3. Also, the neutrinoless double beta decay parameter is approximately bounded as 0.020 eV < |mee| < 0.185 eV. As a byproduct of looking at physical amplitudes we discuss an alternative parameterization of the lepton mixing matrix which results in simpler formulas. The physical meaning of this parameterization is explained.
This complementary Ansatz simply reads, T r(M ν ) = 0.
(1)
Here M ν is the symmetric, but in general complex, prediagonal Majorana neutrino mass matrix. It is brought to diagonal form by the transformation,
where U is a unitary matrix and the m i may be chosen as real, positive. We impose the condition in a basis where the charged leptons are diagonal so that U gets identified with the lepton mixing matrix. Since Eq. (1) comprises two real equations, it gives two conditions on the unknown 4 parameters of the lepton sector. In other words, the lepton sector is described by a two parameter family of solutions. This can be approximately simplified [12, 14, 15] by noting that the effects of one CP violation phase get suppressed when the small quantity s 13 vanishes. Then there is a one parameter family of solutions describing the lepton sector and it is straightforward to compute physical quantities for parameter choices which span this family. The main purpose of the present paper is to find the general solutions of Eq. (1) without making this approximation. This gives a two parameter family which allows one to study the interplay of all three CP violation phases.
A plausibility argument supporting the complementary Ansatz is concisely presented in sections 2 and 3 of [16] . It is based on using the SO(10) grand unification group in the approximation that the non-seesaw neutrino mass term dominates. The Higgs fields which can contribute to fermion masses at tree level are the 10, 120 and the 126. If only a single 126 appears (but any number of the others) one has the relation
where M D and M E are, respectively, the prediagonal mass matrices of the charge -1/3 quarks and charge -1 leptons, while r ≈ 3 takes account of running masses from the grand unified scale to about 1 GeV. Now one of the major surprises generated by the neutrino oscillation experiments is that, unlike the quark mixing matrix which has the form diag (1,1,1) + O(ǫ), the lepton mixing matrix is not at all close to the unit matrix. This suggests a further approximation in which one takes M D and M E to be diagonal but allows the neutrino mass matrix to be far from the unit matrix. Then the left hand side of Eq. (3) is approximately (m b − 3m τ ), which is in turn close to zero. As we will see, the model makes a number of characteristic predictions for the neutrino mass spectrum which should enable it to be readily tested in the near future. A very recent review of many other models is given in ref. [17] . For convenience, our notation (essentially the standard one) for the lepton mixing matrix and the corresponding parameterized Ansatz is given in section II.
In section III the Ansatz is solved in the sense of providing a geometrical algorithm which, given the two input quantities m 3 (third neutrino mass, taken positive) and δ (conventional CP violation phase in the lepton mixing matrix), enables one to predict the other two neutrino masses as well as the other two CP violation phases. Of course, the experimental knowledge on the neutrino squared mass differences and CP conserving intergenerational mixing angles are taken to be "known". We separate the solutions into two types I and II, depending respectively on whether m 3 is the largest or the smallest of the neutrino masses. In addition, there is a discrete ambiguity corresponding to reflecting a triangle involved in the algorithm. A "panoramic" view of the predictions as functions of m 3 and δ are presented in a convenient tabular form. The greatest allowed value of m 3 is determined by a cosmology bound. As m 3 decreases, a point is reached at which the type I solutions no longer exist. As m 3 decreases even further, the type II solutions also cease to exist. The corresponding values of m 3 at which these solutions become disallowed depend on the assumed value of the input δ. This correlation is studied analytically.
Some physical considerations are discussed in section IV. First, the dependence on the experimentally bounded squared mixing angle, s 2 13 is investigated. We present also a chart showing the dependence of the neutrinoless double beta decay parameter |m ee | on the input parameters m 3 and δ. Even though the inputs are varying over a fairly large range, the rather restrictive approximate bounded range 0.020 eV < |m ee | < 0.185 eV emerges from the Ansatz.
After calculating observable quantities in the model one observes that they depend more simply on certain linear combinations of the conventional "Dirac" and "Majorana" CP violation phases. In section V we discuss an alternative parameterization of the lepton mixing matrix in which these combinations occur directly. In this parameterization the three phases just correspond to the three possible intergenerational mixings. An "invariant" combination of these three corresponds to the usual "Dirac" phase δ.
We conclude in section VI which contains a brief summary and a discussion of results which emphasize some unique features of the present work.
II. PARAMETERIZED COMPLEMENTARY ANSATZ
We define the lepton mixing matrix, K from the charged gauge boson interaction term in the leptonic sector of the electroweak Lagrangian:
Note that the "mass diagonal" neutrino fields, ν i are related to the fields, ρ i in the prediagonal mass basis by the matrix equation,
We adopt essentially what seems to be the most common parameterization:
where a unimodular diagonal matrix of phases is defined as,
The remaining factor, K exp which is the only part needed for describing ordinary neutrino oscillations is written as the product of three successive two dimensional unitary transformations,
with three mixing angles and the CP violation phase δ. For example in the (12) subspace one has:
with clear generalization to the (23) and (13) 
where s ij = sinθ ij and c ij = cosθ ij . Identifying K with U in Eq. (2), the Ansatz of Eq. (1) now reads,
where Eqs. (2) and (6) were used. With the parameterized mixing matrix of Eq. (10) the Ansatz finally becomes:
In this equation we can choose the diagonal masses m 1 , m 2 , m 3 to be real positive. Notice that setting the mixing parameter s 13 to zero eliminates the dependence on the CP violation phase δ. Then Eq. (12) goes over to the simpler form studied previously [15] .
III. SOLVING THE ANSATZ IN THE GENERAL CASE
For definiteness we will use the following best fit values for the differences of squared neutrino masses obtained in ref. [11] :
The uncertainty in these determinations is roughly 25%. Similarly for definiteness we will adopt the best fit values for s 2 12 and s 2 23 obtained in the same analysis:
These mixing angles also have about a 25% uncertainty. The experimental status of s 2 13 is less accurately known. At present only the 3 σ bound,
is available. For our discussion we will consider s 2 13 to be known at a "typical" value satisfying this bound and examine the sensitivity to changing it. Of course, the experimental determination of s 13 is a topic of great current interest.
Previously [15] , the (positive) mass of the third neutrino, m 3 was considered to be the free parameter. It was varied to obtain, via the simplified Ansatz equation, a "panoramic view" of the two independent Majorana phases (say τ 1 and τ 2 ). In the present case, we shall not neglect the CP violation phase δ and consider it too as a free parameter to be varied. It is necessary to specify a suitable algorithm to treat the full Ansatz. Previously it was noted that the simplified Ansatz could be pictured as a vector triangle in the complex plane having sides equal to corresponding neutrino masses (See Fig. 1 of [15] ). The three internal angles were found by trigonometry and related to the three angles made by the sides with respect to the positive real axis. Those in turn were twice the three (constrained) Majorana phases. The orientation of the triangle got determined (up to a reflection) by the constraint in Eq. (7) . In the present case we will also rewrite the Ansatz equation as a vector triangle in the complex plane. However the sides will differ from the neutrino masses. In addition the angles will differ from twice the constrained Majorana phases.
To start, we choose a value for m 3 and a value for the phase δ. Then we can obtain from Eqs.(13) two different solutions for the other masses m 1 and m 2 . We call the solution where m 3 is the largest neutrino mass, the type I case. The case where m 3 is the smallest neutrino mass is designated type II. m 1 will be determined from the assumed value of m 3 as,
where the upper and lower sign choices respectively refer to the type I and type II cases. In either case we find m 2 as,
.
Next, we redefine variables so that each of the three terms in the Ansatz equation, (12) is characterized by a single magnitude, m ′ i and a single phase, 2τ ′ i . Eq. (12) then reads,
This equation evidently represents a vector triangle in the complex plane, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . However the lengths are not the physical neutrino masses and the phases are not twice the physical Majorana CP violation phases. The auxiliary, primed, masses are seen to be related to the (now known) physical masses by,
where,
Notice that, since δ has already been specified, the relations between the m ′ i and the m i are now known. Similarly, the physical phases are related to the primed ones by,
Again, note that, since δ has been specified, the relations between the τ i and the τ ′ i are now known. Referring to Fig.  1 we can determine the internal angles, µ ′ i by using the law of cosines. For example,
Next, the auxiliary phases τ ′ i can be related to the internal angles just obtained as:
The remaining still unknown parameter here is ρ which we added to the right hand side of each equation. It represents the effect of an arbitrary rotation of the whole triangle, which should not be determinable from the internal angles. It can be determined, however, by making use of the constraint on the physical phases, i τ i = 0. Notice that there is no corresponding constraint for i τ ′ i . Using Eq. (21) we get,
where the F i are to be read from Eqs. (22) . Now the masses m 1 , m 2 and the phases τ 1 , τ 2 have been determined by a simple algorithm, upon specification of m 3 and δ.
As remarked above, the dependence on the CP violation phase δ is suppressed in the limit that the mixing parameter s 2 13 vanishes. Hence, to illustrate this new feature, we will consider a value s 2 13 =0.04, close to the 3σ upper bound of 0.047 [11] . The predictions of the neutrino masses (m 1 , m 2 ) and two independent phases (τ 1 , τ 2 ), from the Ansatz for various assumed values of m 3 and δ are given in Table I . Representative values of δ were chosen to lie between 0 and π since it may be observed from Eqs. (20) and (22) that the solutions will have a periodicity of π with respect to δ. Just from the Ansatz there is no upper bound on the value of m 3 . However there is a recent cosmological bound [18] which requires,
Thus values of m 3 greater than about 0.3 eV are physically disfavored. Table I shows that at this value both type I and type II solutions exist. This is true also for higher values of m 3 . The picture remains very similar down to around ) and for (τ1, τ2) in the cases where δ = 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5. All phases are measured in radians. Here the value s 2 13 =0.04 was adopted. In the type I solutions m3 is the largest mass while in the type II solutions m3 is the smallest mass. m 3 = 0.1 eV but as one gets closer to roughly 0.06 eV, there is a marked change. If one further lowers m 3 , it is found that the type I solution no longer exists. On the other hand the type II solution persists and does not change much until m 3 approaches the neighborhood of 0.001 eV. There are no solutions for m 3 below this region.
Note that the columns in Table I with δ = 0 correspond to the previous case, discussed in some detail in section IV of [15] . In this case, m ′ i and τ ′ i respectively coincide with m i and τ i so we can identify the vectors of the triangle with the physical masses and phases. As one decreases the value of m 3 the type I triangle goes from being close to equilateral to the degenerate situation with three collinear vectors. In this limiting case the vectors representing neutrino one and neutrino two are approximately equal and add up to exactly cancel the vector representing neutrino 3. The precise orientation of the straight line is due to imposing the constraint in Eq. (7) . This is actually a CP conserving case [19] . Then one can find the m 3 value (a little below 0.06 eV) for this situation by looking for a real solution of m 1 + m 2 + m 3 = 0 together with Eqs. (13) (See Eq. (4.4) of [12] ). Clearly there can be no type I solutions below this value of m 3 . The type II solutions can exist below this value but similarly end (a little below m 3 =0.001 eV) when the triangle becomes degenerate in a different way. For the type II degenerate triangle, the neutrino 1 and neutrino 2 vectors are collinear but oppositely directed and the small neutrino 3 vector adds to the neutrino 1 vector to cancel the neutrino 2 vector. This is also a CP conserving case.
When the effects of δ not equal to zero are included, it is not possible to make a triangle out of the physical neutrino masses and phases. The relevant auxiliary triangle is made, as illustrated, using the primed masses and phases. Thus the limiting values of m 3 , where the type I and type II cases each end, correspond to this primed triangle becoming degenerate. We can get the limiting value by looking for real solutions of i G i m i =0, together with Eqs. (13) . The limiting value, (m 3 ) min is found to be:
Here the upper and lower sign choices respectively refer to the type I and type II cases.
The computed values of (m 3 ) min as a function of δ are shown in Table II . Looking at this table, one can see why the entries in Table I for m 3 =0.001 eV and non-zero values of δ are missing. Simply, for those cases, (m 3 ) min > 0.001 eV. Clearly, this correlation of the allowed input values of m 3 with the input values of δ must be respected in studying the present model. This correlation is imposed by the Ansatz itself. For large values of m 3 there is no constraint from the Ansatz but Eq. (26) gives an experimental constraint. It should be remarked that the collinear auxiliary triangles with non-zero δ correspond to CP violation. In these cases the CP violation arises from non trivial phases, τ i in addition to the assumed non-zero δ. Actually, a better measure of CP violation involves the (two independent) phase differences τ i − τ j . These are the objects essentially related to the internal angles in Fig. 1 .
As noted in ref [15] , the possibility of reflecting the triangle about any line in the plane gives another set of solutions corresponding to reversing the signs of all the phase differences τ i − τ j . In the present case, where δ is not type (m3)min (δ = 0) in eV (m3)min (δ = 0.5) (m3)min (δ = 1.0) (m3)min (δ = 1.5) (m3)min (δ = 2.0) (m3)min (δ = 2.5) I 0.0592716 0.0590967 0.0587178 0.0584799 0.0586203 0.0589971 II 0.0006811 0.00105461 0.0019024 0.0024636 0.0021294 0.0012723 TABLE II: Minimum allowed value of the input mass, m3 as a function of the input CP violation phase, δ. These correspond to the cases where the triangle in Fig. 1 becomes degenerate. Here, the choice s 2 13 = 0.04 has been made.
zero, reflecting the "unphysical" triangle about any line in the plane will give an alternate solution in which the τ ′ i − τ ′ j are reversed in sign. More specifically, one should reverse the signs of the first terms on the right hand sides in Eqs. (24) . The physical phases, τ i for this alternate solution will then depend on δ as illustrated in Table III .
type m3 in eV τ1, τ2(δ = 0) τ1, τ2(δ = 0.5) τ1, τ2(δ = 1.0) τ1, τ2(δ = 1.5) τ1, τ2(δ = 2.0) τ1, τ2(δ = 2.5) I 0. Unlike the δ = 0 case, the phase differences for the reflected triangle solution, are now only approximately the negatives of those for the original solution. For example, in the case of a type I triangle with m 3 =0.3 and δ =1.0, Table I shows τ 1 − τ 2 =-1.0478 for the original solution while Table III shows τ 1 − τ 2 =+1.0632 for the reflected triangle solution.
It should be remarked that the number of decimal places to which we are calculating is chosen in order to be able to compare various solutions of the Ansatz with each other for precisely fixed values of the input mass differences and mixing angles. The experimental accuracy of the inputs must, of course, be kept in mind.
IV. PHYSICAL APPLICATIONS
It is very interesting to note the dependence of our results on the value of the necessarily small quantity s 2 13 , which can be seen from the Ansatz Eq. (12) to modulate the δ dependence. For this purpose let us consider, instead of the value 0.04, the value 0.01. The resulting analog of Table I is presented in Table IV .
Notice that Table IV has fewer missing solutions for the case m 3 =0.001 than does Table I . This is because decreasing s 2 13 brings the G i in Eq. (19) closer to unity, which in turn brings the physical neutrino masses closer to the auxiliary m ′ i . The modified lower limits for m 3 are illustrated in Table V . The implications of this model are relevant to experiments which are designed to search for evidence of neutrinoless double beta decay. The amplitudes for these processes contain a factor, m ee , which is independent of the nuclear wave functions. Its magnitude is given by,
which appears to require, for its evaluation, a full knowledge of the neutrino masses, mixing angles and CP violation phases. The present experimental bound [20] on this quantity is
A very recent review of neutrinoless double beta decay is given in ref. [21] . Using the general parameterization of Eq. (6) one finds.
type m3 in eV τ1, τ2(δ = 0) τ1, τ2(δ = 0.5) τ1, τ2(δ = 1.0) τ1, τ2(δ = 1.5) τ1, τ2(δ = 2.0) τ1, τ2(δ = 2.5) I 0. Table I but with s 2 13 =0.01. Notice that the predicted masses, m1 and m2 have not been given since they are the same as in Table I . wherein,
The dependence of |m ee | on the input values of m 3 and δ, obtained by using the Ansatz of present interest, is displayed in Table. VI for the same choices as in Table I . There is noticeable dependence on the input CP phase δ for the larger values of m 3 .
type m1, m2, m3 in eV |mee|(δ = 0) |mee|(δ = 0.5) |mee|(δ = 1.0) |mee|(δ = 1.5) |mee|(δ = 2.0) |mee|(δ = 2. For the reflected triangle solutions discussed above, the predictions of |m ee | are given below in Table VII . Again there is a noticeable dependence on δ for the larger values of m 3 . However, the peak values occur at different values of δ compared to Table VI. The effects of lowering s 2 13 to 0.01 are finally illustrated below, for the non-reflected triangle case, in Table VIII . The main conclusion of this model for neutrinoless double beta decay, obtained by looking at all three tables above and noting the smooth dependence of |m ee | on the inputs m 3 and δ for each of the type I and type II solutions, is that |m ee | should satisfy the restrictive approximate bounds:
type m3 in eV |mee|(δ = 0) |mee|(δ = 0.5) |mee|(δ = 1.0) |mee|(δ = 1.5) |mee|(δ = 2.0) |mee|(δ = 2. The neutrinoless double beta decay amplitude factor |mee| in eV as a function of the input CP violation phase, δ, using the reflected triangle. Notice that the predicted masses, m1 and m2 have not been given since they are the same as in Table VI. type m3 in eV |mee|(δ = 0) |mee|(δ = 0.5) |mee|(δ = 1.0) |mee|(δ = 1.5) |mee|(δ = 2.0) |mee|(δ = 2. Table VI but with s 2 13 = 0.01. Notice that the predicted masses, m1 and m2 have not been given since they are the same as in Table VI .
Here, the lower bound is intrinsic to the model but the upper bound reflects the experimental bound on the sum of neutrino masses quoted in Eq. (26) and might be improved upon. We also note that, when both type I and type II solutions exist for a given value of m 3 , the type II solution gives somewhat larger |m ee |. The main dependence of |m ee | is, of course, on the input parameter m 3 .
We plan to discuss elsewhere other physical applications including beta decay end point spectra [22] and leptogenesis [23] using the approach of ref. [15] .
V. SYMMETRICAL PARAMETERIZATION
In the parameterization of the leptonic mixing matrix given by Eq. (6), which is similar to the one usually adopted, there appears to be an important distinction between the phase δ and the phases τ i in the sense that only δ survives when one considers the ordinary (overall lepton number conserving) neutrino oscillation experiments. However, this distinction may be preserved in a different way while using a more symmetrical parameterization. Thus consider,
which contains the same mixing angles, θ ij as before but now has the three associated CP violation phases, φ ij . The ω ij (θ ij , φ ij ) were defined as in Eq. (9) . Writing out the whole matrix yields, 
To relate this form to the previous one, we can use the identity [7] ,
where the diagonal matrix of phases, ω 0 (τ ) was defined in Eq. (7) . Now choose the τ i 's (two are independent) so that the transformed (12) and (23) phases vanish. Then, with the identifications,
we notice that K S is related to K of Eq. (6) as
Since K sits in the weak interaction Lagrangian, Eq. (4) with the charged lepton field row vector on its left, all physical results will be unchanged if K is multiplied by a diagonal matrix of phases on its left. Thus K and K S are equivalent and the relations between the CP violation phases of the two parameterizatons are given by Eq. (37). By construction, δ is the only CP violation phase which can appear in the description of ordinary neutrino oscillations. Solving the Eqs. (37) for δ in terms of the three φ ij 's gives,
which shows that in the symmetrical parameterization, the "invariant phase" [24] combination I 123 = φ 12 + φ 23 − φ 13 is the object which measures CP violation for ordinary neutrino oscillations. It has the desired property of intrinsically spanning three generations, as needed for CP violation in ordinary neutrino oscillation or in the quark mixing analog. Furthermore, it can be seen [25] to have an interesting mathematical structure and to be useful for extension to the case where there are more than three generations of fermions The convenience of the symmetrical parameterization can already be seen in Eqs. (32) needed for obtaining |m ee |. These equations simplify when one observes that the combinations of phases occurring within them are simply φ 12 and φ 13 . These are evidently the two phases which describe the coupling of the first lepton generation. Similarly, the estimates of CP violation needed for the treatment of leptogenesis made in section V of [15] also simplify when expressed in terms of the φ ij .
VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Assuming that the squared neutrino mass differences and the three (CP conserving) lepton mixing angles are known, the mass of one neutrino and three CP violation phases remain to be determined. The complementary Ansatz, T r(M ν ) =0, provides two real conditions on the parameters of the lepton system. Here, we took m 3 and δ as input parameters and then determined the other two masses and the other two CP violation phases according to this Ansatz. A geometric algorithm was presented based on a modification of an earlier treatment [15] in which the Dirac CP violation phase δ was neglected, but the other two Majorana type CP violation phases were retained. That is a reasonable first approximation because the effect of delta is always suppressed by s 13 which is known experimentally to be small. However, there is great interest in the determination of δ so it should not be ignored. Additionally in ref. [15] it was suggested that small CP violation scenarios might be close to the physical case. The present algorithm is exact and does not require the assumption that any parameters are small.
The Ansatz yields a characteristic pattern for the neutrino masses and the CP violation phases. Because s 2 13 is small, the main cause of change is the assumed value of the input parameter m 3 . First one notes that the small experimental value of A in Eq. (13) always forces the neutrino 1 and neutrino 2 masses to be almost degenerate (See table I). For the largest allowed (from the cosmological bound Eq. (26)) value of m 3 , around 0.3 eV, there is an approximate three-fold degeneracy of all the neutrino masses. This is understandable since when the mass scale becomes large, both A and B can be considered negligible. Then the triangle of Fig. 1 becomes approximately equilateral. The internal angles of the triangle approximately measure the strength of the CP phases τ i − τ j and are clearly large in this situation. As m 3 decreases, a point around 0.06 eV is reached at which the type I solutions (m 3 largest) no longer exist. At this point the CP violation vanishes for the δ =0 case and becomes small when δ =0. Also at this point the almost degenerate neutrino 1 and neutrino 2 masses decrease to about half the neutrino 3 mass in the type I case. In the present model neutrinos 1 and 2 never go below about half the mass of neutrino 3. The situation is a little different for the type II cases (m 3 smallest). The type II solutions exist from a maximum of m 3 about 0.3 eV to a minimum of about 0.001 eV. At the minimum the CP violation ceases for δ = 0 and has small effects when δ = 0. Furthermore, at the minimum neutrinos 1 and 2 are about 50 times heavier than neutrino 3. Thus a possible hierarchy of neutrino masses can only exist in one way for the present model, with m 3 considerably smaller than the other two.
Some further technical details of the model were displayed in Tables II -IV. These describe the δ dependence of the limiting values of the input parameter m 3 just mentioned, the solution corrresponding to a reflected triangle and the effect of varying s 2 13 . The model might be handy for getting an idea about the range of predictions for various leptonic phenomena, since it gives a plausible two parameter complete set of neutrino masses, mixing angles and CP violation phases. For example, in section V an application is made to the quantity |m ee | which characterizes neutrinoless double beta decay. The results for about the largest allowed s 2 13 , the reflected solution and a smaller s 2 13 choice are shown in Tables VI, VII and VIII. It may be noted that the solutions vary rather smoothly with m 3 and δ for a solution of given type. Thus, even though one might initially expect the result of allowing a two parameter family choice to be rather weak, it turns out that one gets fairly restrictive upper and lower bounds on |m ee | as expressed in Eq. (33). These approximate bounds may be considered also as a test of the present model. Of course, any direct determination of a neutrino mass, say from a beta decay endpoint experiment, will also provide a test of the model.
In section V we took up a question which is independent of the present Ansatz. How should one parameterize the lepton mixing matrix? Of course, this is fundamentally a question of choice. However, we notice in the present work that the physical quantities we calculate, depend in the simplest way not on the conventional phases δ and τ i (where τ i = 0) but on the quantities φ ij given in Eq. (37). Such a dependence arises naturally if one uses the alternative mixing matrix parameterization given by K S in Eq. (34). This may be understood physically in the following way. The φ ij 's by definition (see Eq.(9) for example) span two generations. It is known [10] that CP violation begins at the two generation level for Majorana neutrinos. Thus it seems appropriate that the φ ij 's should appear. However if δ = 0, the three φ ij 's are not linearly independent according to Eq. (39). This takes care of the two Majorana phases. When δ = 0 the three φ ij 's are of course independent and the "invariant phase" combination I 123 discussed some time ago [24, 25] intrinsically spans three generations, as expected for "Dirac" type CP violation.
